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PREFACE 
The results presented in this publication are from Texas Agricultural 
Experiment Station Project 1181, "An Economic Appraisal of Farming Adjust-
ment Opportunities in Selected Areas of Texas to Meet Changing Conditions." 
This project is in cooperation with the Farm Economics Research Division, 
Agricul t ural Research Service, United States Department of Agriculture, 
contributing to Regional Project S-42, "An Economic Appraisal of Farming 
Adjustment Opportunities to Meet Changing Conditions in Southern Agri-
culture." 
A major contribution to the development of the Rolling Plains phase 
of the study, as presented in this publication, was developed by Oklahoma 
personnel under their Experiment Station Project 1040. In both States, 
helpful cooperation was given by persons in the Soil Conservation Service, 
Agricultural Stabi1izati9n and Conservation Service, Extension Service, 
and Experiment Station. The cooperation and assistance of the members of 
the technical committee for S-42 are acknowledged. 
It is hoped . that the analysis provided will serve the ·needs of 
far mers and professional agricultural workers for current farm planning 
information. In addition, these results are being used in further research 
aimed at evaluating the economic consequences of alternative farming 
systems in the area. 
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PRODUCTION COSTS AND EXPECTED RETURNS, ALTERNATIVE CROP AND 
LIVESTOCK ENTERPRISES, CLAY SOILS IN THE NORTHERN 
PORTION OF THE ROLLING PLAINS OF TEXAS 
This publication was developed by a sub-committee of 
the regional research project. Committee members are: 
Do S. Moore and .Ko Ro Teferti11er, Department of Agricul-
tural Economics and Sociology, Texas A. and M. College; 
James So P1axico and John W. Goodwin, Department of Agri-
cultural Economics, Oklahoma State University; and Ralph 
Ho Rogers, James Ro Martin, William Fo Lagrone and Larry 
Jo Connor, Farm Economics Research Division, Agricultural 
Research Service., U. S." Department of Agri9u1~ure. 
Farm managers periodically find it necessary to evaluate their farm 
organizations in light of changing technical and economic conditions. 
This publication contains information which will prove helpful in eva1uat-
ing alternative enterprises and alternative production practices on farms 
with c1aypan soils in the northern part of the Rolling Plains of Texas 
and the Rolling Plains of Southwestern Oklahoma (see Figure 1). The 
estimates presented are not necessarily applicable to an individual farm 
or an individual yearo However, the information can be adjusted easily 
to fit specific farm situationso 
Sources of Data 
The estimates presented are based on results obtained from experi-
ments, personal interviews with farmers, estimates by scientists and from 
other primary and secondary sourceso . Published literature referred to in 
determining the estimates · i\s ~ listed in the bibliography. , 
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Cropland and Soil Resource Specifications 
The classification of clay (or claypau) soils for purposes of this 
analysis is based on a grouping of s,oils according to major physical soi 1 
characteristics. Clay soils are both fine and medium textured with very 
slowly permeable subsoils or c1aypans. These claypan soils have been 
further subdivided into four productivity classes (designated as Cb, Cc , 
Cd and Ce ) on the basis of topography and depth of topsoil: 
Cb - Deep, level (0 to 1 percent slope) with negligible to moderate 
erosiono 
Cc - Deep, moderately sloping (1 to 3 percent slopes) with negli-
gible to moderate erosion. 
Cd - Sloping (3 to 5 percent slopes) with negligible to moderately 
severe ~ros ion, or moderate 1y sloping (B ~ slopes) wi th moder,ate-
1y severe erosion. 
Ce - Rolling (5 to 8 percent slopes) or lesser slopes with severe 
erosion. 
Claypan soils, as defined hare, are usually mapped as Foard and Tillman 
series or their equivalents. Estimated yield levels for various crops on 
these soils will be found in Appendix ' Table 1. 
Price and Cost Assumptions and Definitions 
In recent years farmers have become more aware of the costs involved 
in farming because of the price-cost squeeze. Acreage allotment restric-
tions on basic cash crops have emphasized the need for alternative enter-
priseso The cost and return estimates in this publication are presented 
for use in studying these problems and to assist farmers in making deci-
sions with respect to choice of enterprises. The price assumptions are 
presented in Appendix Tables 2 and 3 and used throughout the budgets. 
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These are estimates of current prices paid and received and are not to be 
interpreted as predictions of prospective prices in any future year. The 
assumed pric'es received for cotton lint and wheat are approximately the 
1960 support prices for those products, while other prices have been 
derived from survey data and price information ' published by the United 
States Department of, Agriculture. 
In calculating costs of producing a farm enterprise, a level of equip-
ment and a set of production practices must be assumed. Crops in this area 
are produced primarily with two-row and four-row equipment with appropriate 
tractor power and small grain equipment (Appendix Table 4). ' Production 
requirements and practices assume improved or advanced technology based on 
experiment station recommendations. Since available moisture is the major 
limitation an yields on fine-textured soils in the area, production 
practices assumed are only slightly different from those usually followed 
by farmers in the area. Livestock production practice-s used by farmers 
in the area vary considerably more than do cr'op practices. The livestock 
enterprises included represent alternative systems of production available 
to farmers in the area. The level of equipment and production system is 
sp~cified in the individual enterprise tables. 
The cost rates used are based on the 1958 level of costs prevailing 
in the area. The 1958 costs have been adjusted slightly, based on the 
assumption of rapid population growth, national prosperity, and a trend 
toward world peace. Farm wage rates are assumed to be $1.00 per hour. 
The cost of capital is assumed to be 6 percent per annum for both operat-
ing and investment capital. 
In the calculations presented in this .pub1ication, costs are allocated 
to individual enterprises insofar ·as is feasible. These costs are divided 
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into three major categories: (1) annual enterprise operating expenses; 
(2) overhead costs; and (3) value of operator's labor. 
Annual enterprise operating expenses include costs such as seed, 
fertilizer, hired contract labor or custom operations, tractor operating 
costs, and machinery repairs which occur each year. These costs are 
directly associated with an enterprise. Wear depreciation per hour of 
tractor and machi nery use is calculated by subtracting salvage value 
from new price and dividing by the estimated hours of use to wear out. l 
The charge for depreciation es imated on this basis will be · less than 
the required allowance for replacement if tractors and .machinery items 
are used less than a specified minimum number of hours per year, because 
obsolescence would be expected to reduce the original value of a machine 
to its salvage value within a specified number of years. 
Overhead costs include such fixed. costs as depreciation due to obso-
lescence, interest, and taxes on buildings and machineryo As pointed out 
in the preceding paragraph, wear depreciation is computed by subtracting 
salvage value from new price and dividing by the estimated hours of use 
to wear out. I f t he machine is used less than the specified minimum 
hours of use per year, there is a fixed o~solescence depreciation charge 
which must e charged against t he entire farm business. 
Total capital requirements are computed as an indication of over-all 
requirements, while annual capital is computed for the purpose of calcu-
lating interest charges for each enterprise. An example of total and 
lBased on C. B. Richey, "Crop Machine Use," in Agricultural Engineers 
Yearbook, 1222 Edition, American Society of Agricultural Engineers. 
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annual capital might be helpful. Cows represent a 12-month investment 
and interest would there~ore be charged at·the full rate. In the case of 
cows, total and annual capital requirements. for investment in livestock 
would be identical, hbut suppose steers were to be kept for only three 
months. In this case ., annual capital ~equired for livestock investment 
would be only 25 percent of the t ot al capital requirement. Thus, total 
capital must always be greater than (or equal to) annual capital. 
Interest on investment in tractors and machinery per hour of use 
is calculated by: (1) dividing new price by 2 to obtain average invest-
ment; (2) dividing average investment .by the estimated average hours of 
use per year to obtain capital requi.red · per hour of use; and (3) multi-
plying capital required per hour of use by 6 percent. Interest costs per 
hour of use of tractors and machinery items presented in enterpris~ tables 
are approximations because , estiIAlated annual hours of use are secured by 
dividing the total number of hours to wear out by the number of years re-
quired to become 'obsolete (for the new price to be reduced to salvage 
value). Interest on an acreage basis will be underchirged if actual 
yearly hours of use are ' less than the average hours of use obtained by 
the computations presented. 
Determining capital re'quirements for livestock budgets presents a 
unique problem. Permanent fencing, hay storage, and corrals are required 
for all livestock enterprises, but electric fencing is generally required 
only for those uti lizing small grain grazing. Thus capital requirements 
are different for the different livestock ·budgets. In like manner, for 
those enterprises requiring large quantities of hay, capital requirements 
will be greater due to the investment :in hay storage facilities. 
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Available data indicate t',at hay storage requires $17000 of total 
capital per ton. (Const~uction costs for a pole-type barn with l2-foot 
ceiling are about $1.50 per square foot. One ton of baled hay would 
require approximately 11.25 square feet of floor space in such a barn. 
11.25 x $1.50 '= $16.88 capital per ton of hay.) On an annual basis, this 
figure would be reduced to $8 .50) s ince a straight line depreciation 
schedule is assumed for this type of structure. Annual repair costs are 
assumed to be 5 percent of the construction costs or $.85 per ton. The 
total and annual capital charges for hay 'storage in any enterprise budget 
wou ld be the tonnage of hay required for that enterprise multipli.ed by 
the corresponding per~ton capital requirement. Annual repair costs would 
be computed in the same 'manner& 
Capital requirements for electric fencing are computed in much the 
same manner as hay storage. Data indicat;e <that :' approximately three 
acres of small grain pasture are required for each animal unit month of 
grazing. A 160-acre field of small grain will therefore produce approxi-
mately 53 ADM of winter grazing . Appendix Table 5 indicates that the 
capital cost of electrically fencing a quarter section of land is $333.19 
or $6.22 per AUM of grazing producedo Total capital required would be 
$6.22 per ADM and annual capital would be half this figure) as in hay 
storage capital requirements computations. Repairs and depreciation are 
assumed to be eight percent of new cost. (Capital costs of permanently 
fencing a quarter sec,tion of land are shown in Appendix Table 6.) 
A third capital item attributed directly to livestock is corrals . 
Substantial corrals for handling a 25-cow herd can be built for approxi-
mately $1000 Therefore the total clapital requirement for this item is 
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$4.00 per cow and $3.00 per steer (since more steers than cows may be 
handled in a given set o~ corrals and since steers are not a year-round 
operation). T~e annual capital requirement) assuming straight line depre-
ciation) ~J'ou1d be half this figure. Annual repairs and depreciation are 
assumed to be 10 percent of new cost . 
Monthly labor is charged at $1000 . per hour. Monthly labor is 
defined as labor required for a particular enterprise other than labor 
hired on a custom or contract basis. This is labor customarily performed 
by farm operators but which may be hired by the hour or performed by a 
full-time hired worker. 
General overhead costs such as pick-up truck expense; bookkeeping, 
ane taxes and interest on investment in land are not allocated to ~nter­
prises but do represent expenses against the total fa:m business. 
Since these estimates of costs are based on average input-output 
data, and specific computational procedures are used) they are most use-
ful for comparative purposes. Estimates of annual enterprise operating 
costs have a wider range of applicability than estimates of fixed costs. 
Interp~etation of Returns Estimates 
Characteris tically, farm resources are used jointly by two or more 
farm enterprises. In addition, many farm products are intermediate goods 
to be used by other enterprises. Consequently the allocation of returns 
to a specific enterprise is necessarily somewhat arbitrary. For purposes 
of this report the following guides have been used: 
(1) In the case of products produced for the market, two returns 
estimates are presented. These are: (a) returns to land, labor, manage-
ment and risk, (b) returns to land, management and risk. 
(2) For intermediate prod~cts, such as feed or grazing crops, two 
cost of production computations are given. These are: (a) co~ts 
other than land, labor, management and risk, (b) costs other than land, 
management and risk. 
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Where labor was considered in computing returns and costs, all hourly 
labor including operator and falni ly labor is charged at $1. 00 per hour. 
Contract labor) such as cotton chopping and pulling) or labor involved in 
custom hired operations such as cotton stripping, is not included in 
labor require~ents but is included in costs in all cases. 
In effect, the re·turns · estimat'es for products produced for the market 
is a residual return for resourtes for which no charge has been estimated. 
Since the amounts of the non-charged resources .are different for the 
various enterprises) the returns per ·acre and per animal are not entirely 
compar ab Ie 0 
In evaluating the returns estimates the reader should bear in mind 
the fact that these returns are based on a single set of price assumptions. 
Obvious 1y) different price as.sumptions' would generate a different set of 
estimates. 
The Enterprise Budgets 
In the following budgets) all cos,t and return estimates have been 
computed on the basis of four-row farm machinery. Labor has been esti-
mated as an anrtual figure. In Appendix Table 7) costs and returns 
estimates as well as labor) power and machinery requirements are listed 
for each budget assuming fwo~row farm machinery. In Appendix Tables 8) 
9) and 10) the monthly distribution of ·labor requirements for each budget 
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is s ummarized for both t~vo-row and four-row equipment 0 In Appendix 
Table ~l, the total and annual capital requirem2nts for each crop budget 
are listed for both tvlo-rmv and four-row equipment" It must be pointed 
out that economies of scale may al ter thes'2 capi tal figures .sirlce ti::e y 
assume that no depreciation due to obsoles c2uce occurs. If t~2 farm :s 
J.OI: large enough to fully utilize fourl"rOvl equipment , an additional 
capital ch&rge must be made to cover the fixed cost of obsolescence. 
Capital requirements are the same for livestock, regardless of size of 
farm equipment o 
An explanation of the system bf budget identif~cation wi .1 be helpful 
in using t he Appendix Tables. The number to the left of the decimal r efers 
to the table in which the budget. appears . The number to the right refers 
to the budge t number on the tablee Hence, budget 3 ~ 3 would be the thira 
budge~ o~ Table 39 
In those budgets which require or produce hay, oat hay has been as-
sumed . However, any small grain or combination of small grains is adapt-
able to small grain hay production and may be substituted for oat hay. 
The term "AUMG", used throughout the budgets as a measure of grazing re-
quirements or ?roduction refers to "animal unit months ' grazing." An 
animal unit mont h graz-ing is the grazing requi,red to feed a l,OOO-pound 
cow and her calf for one rnon t l.1. Thus, in some of the cow-calf budgets 
(e.g. Table 18) the herd requirements for a 25-cow herd would be greater 
than 12 AUN per cow, in order to allmv ~razing for the bu ll and replace-
ment heifel:"s ~ In the feeder animal hudgets, ar: animal i.s asslimed to re -
quire 0 . 1 AUM's for each 100 pounds of body weight ~ Hence) a 450-pound 
calf would require ,, 45 ADM-' of grazing each month, assuming that 110 
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supplemental for age · is fed. In Table ~6, a 450-pound steer bought 
September 10 and sold .off grass July 10 at a weight of 725 pounds would 
require 6 . 0 AUMG of grazing . The average weight of the steer is t he 
ini tial weight plus the sell i ng weight divid~ d by t wo ( 450 + 725 = 587.5 
2 
or approximately 600 pounds). Since this animal is on pasture for a 
period of ten months, the AUM grazing .. requirement would be (.6 x 10 = 6 
AUMG) • 
The costs of hay and sudan grazing are included in all the live-
stock budgets requiring these two feed crops. Hay produced on the farm 
would normally be ·used in the livestock enterprises, but an assumed value 
has been assigned to hay in order to give a 1ll9re realistlc picture of the 
livestock ePterprises. Since sudap gra~ing must be used on the farm, no 
value has been assigned to sudan production and it is included in the 
livestock budgets simply as a cost of production . 
In the ca'se of the cow-calf budgets, it will be noted that there are 
four replacement heifers 'produced, while only three brood cows are culled. 
The reason for this · is the . assumed hetfer and c~w death los$ of appt'oxi-
mately 3 . 25 percent. 
Hauling, ginning and wrapping of ' cotton .is included in the enter-
prise budgets as a single cost of $1.10 per hundredweight of seed cotton. 
This may be separated into two costs of ... 25 per hundredweight for haul-
ing co t ton and .85 for ginning and wrapping. 
Price or 
Cost Per 
Item Unit Unit 
dollars) 
(1) Production : 
Lint cwt. 28 .• '11 
Seed ton 50.00 
Total 
(2.) Inputs:-
Seed lb. .08 
Power hr. .1.21 
Other machinery hr. .396 
Hoeing acre 2.50' 
Insect-icid~ acre 2.00 
Dessicant acre 2.00 
Spe.cified Preharvest Cost 
Sn8pp~ng cwt seed cotton 2.00 
Stripping ewt. seed cotton 
·15 
'Baul and gin cwt seed cotton 1.10 
Grade loss lb. lint .01 
'Capital: 
Total dollars 
Annual dollars .06 
(3 .) Specified Costs 





















6 (4) Returns ~o Land, Labor, Risk and Management 
13.68 
31.61 
. 18.26 (5) Hour ly labor hr. 1.00 18.26 
(1.2) Hand and Mechanical 






































































(6) Returns to Land , Risk and Management 7 13. 35 18. ,33 18. 15 
161 , 
1 For these footnotes and footnotes in subsequent ta~1es, see page 13. 
F\5 
1The budget unit is 1 ~ 0 acre of lando Each budget involves 0.8 
acre of cotton because of the restriction of one year of fallow in five 
to contro diseaseo The . cropping system is C-C-C-C-F (4 years cotton, 
1 year fallow) .. 
2The budget unit is . 190 acres of land~ Each budget involves 0.67 
acre of cotton and 0 , 167 acre of small grain, and 00167 acre of fallow. 
This restriction is necessary to control 'soil borne diseaseso The 
cropping system is C-C-C-C-SG-F (4 years cotton, 1 year small grain, 
1 year fallow). 
3 
. ~t . ~ ., aS~~ffi~H~ ,.thflt- h~y, Rl;,pqHf~iC?l) .,,~x' e~ .~~ef p~ p~~d on tpe fat:m 
in the production of livestock or sold at $20 . 00 per ton ~ 
4Blue panic grass for grazing is assumed to require an equal 
acreage of sudan grass (or some other summer grazing crop) in order 
that the olue panic ,may be fully utilized. plue panic must be heavily 
pastured, then ellowed to ' rest, then heavily pastured, etc o, in order 
13 
to maintain palatabilitY g Suda~ grazing is used for th2 interim periods. 
The budgets in Tables 16 and 17 include 1/5 the establishment costs plus 
maintenance costs for 1/2 acre of blu'2 panic and the establishment costs 
fo r 1/2 acre s udan o 
5Suffic:en~ sead will be harves t ed to pay harvesting and reseeding 
costs. 
6 G_ oss i ncome less specified costs (includes :cetu:rr~s to unallotted 
over head cos t s). 
7Gross inco:ne less specified costs and h01..lrly labor- at $1.00 per 
hour (includes returns to unallotted overhead costs) ~ 
8To '''' al specified costs plus hourly labor at $1,00 per hour. 
9These figures assume a deat h loss among cows and heifers of 
approximately 3.25 percent. 
10Small grain grazing required after March 1 must comB from unharvest-
ed small grain. For this reason, the livestock enterprise is charged 
with the cost of small grain grazed after March I (see Tables 12 and 13) . 
'OE' coceOD~" Coacract: Bault.D8~ Cc LaneS 
(2.1) Hand Harvest, (2.2) Hand and Mechanical (2.3) Mechanical Harvest, 
Hour ly Labor Harvest, Contract Hoeing, Contract Hoeing, 
SnaR~ing and Stri~2in8 StriEging 
Value or Value or 
Item Unit Unit Cost Cost Cost 
dollars dollars (1) Production: 
Lint cwt. 28.11 1.00 28.'11' 1.00 28.11 1.00 28.17 
, Seed ton 50.00 .083 4.1:2 .083 ' 4.12 .083 4.12 
Total 32 • .32 .32·32 32.32 
(2) Inputs: 
Seed lb. .08 24 1.92 24 
-1·92 24 1·92 
Power hr. 1.21 2.0 2.54 2.0 2.54 2.0 2.54 
-~her machinery hr. .396 1.82 ·72 1.82 ·72 1.82 ·72 
Hoeing acre 2.50 .8 2.00 .8 2.00 
Insecticide " acre 2.00 .8 1.60 .8 . 1.60 .'8 1.60 
Dessicant acre 2.00 .8 1.60 
Specified Prebarvest Cost · (6.78) (8.78) ( 10. 38) 
.. -snapping cwt seed cotton 2.00 2.J) 4.6 
_. Stripping ewt seed cotton 
·75 1.84 1.38 4.6 3.45 
' Haul and gi~ cwt seed cotton 1.10 3·84 4.22 4.14 4.5'5 4.6 5.06 
Grade loss lb. lint .01 100 1.00 
~apital: 
Total dollars 17·07 18.60 20.41 
Annual dollars .06 .14.16 .8:2 14.81 .89 16.14 
·21 
(3) Specified ~osts 11.85 20.20 20.86 
(4) Returns toLand, Labor, Risk and Management6 .20.47 12. 12 11.46 
(5) Hour 1 y labor hr. 1.00 18.26 18.26 2.18 2.18 2.18 2.18 
Ui) Returns to Land, Risk, and Management7 2.21 9.94 9.28 
1, 6, 7 
See page 13. 
.... 
+:-
Table 3: Est~ated Per Acre Requirements, Costs and Returns for Wheat Enterprise, Hourly Labor, Contract Combining 
and Hauling 
(3.1) . ( 3.2) (5. 3) 
Pr.ice or Cb Land Cc Land Cd Land -
Cost Per Value or Value or Value or 
Item Unit Unit Cost Cost Quantit Cost 
(d-ollars ( dollars (dollars (dollars 
( 1) Production: 
Wheat bu. 1.62 14 22.68 12 19.44 10 16.20 
Grazing AUK .4 .343 .285 
--
Total 22.68 19.44 16. 20---~ 
(2) Inputs: 
Wheat seed bu. 2.05 .75 1.54 ·15 1.54 ·15 1.54 
Power hr. 1.21 1.69 2.15 1.69 2.15 1.69 2. 15 
Other machinery hr. .416 1.54 .64 1.54 .64 1.54 .64 
Specified Preharvest cost (4.33) (4.33) (4.33) 
··.Combining acre 3.00 1.0 3·00 1.0 3.00 1.0 3·00 
Hauling bu. .07 14 .98 12 .84 10 .70 
Capital: 
Total dollars 13.16 13.16 
-- 13·76 
Annual dollars ' .06 13.36 .80 13.36 .80 13.36' ~.80 
(3) Specified Costs 9·11 8.97 8.83 
(4) Returns to Land, Labor, Risk ·and Management6 13.51' 10.41 7.37 
(5) Hourly labor . hr. 1.00 1.85 . 1.85 1.85 1.85 1.85 ' 1.85 
(6) Returns to Land, Risk and Management 7' 11.72 8.62 5.52 
6 1 
, See page 13. 
... 
VI 
Table 4: Estimated Per Acre Requirements, Costs and Returns for Oats for Grain Enterprise, Hourly Labor, Contract 
Combining and Hauling 
(4.1) ( 4.2) -----14.3} 
Price 9l Land Ct Land Cd Land 
or Value or Value or Value or 
Item Unit Cost Cost Cost 'Cost 
---~~ 
(dollars ( dollars) (dollars) ( dol1ars-) 
(1) Production: 
Oats bu. ·12 28 20.16 20 14.40 15 10.80 
Grazing AUM .4 .343 .285 
Total 20.16 14.40 10.'80 
(2) Inputs: 
Oat seed bu. 1.10 1.5 1.65 1.5 1.65 1.5 1.65 
Power hr. 1.21 1.69 2.15 1.69 2.15 1.,69 2.15 
Other machinery hr. .394 1.54 
( 4:f-l) 
1.54 .61 1.54 .. 61 ' 
Specified Preharvest Cost ( 4. 4t) ( 4.41) 
Combining acre 3·00 1 3.00 1 3·00 1 3.00 
Hauling bu. .03 28 .84 20 .60 15 .45 
Capital: 
Total dollars 14.21 14.21 14.21 
Annual dollars .06 13·17 .83 13·11 .83 13·11 .83 
(3) Specified Costs 9-08 8·84 8.69 
(4) Returns to Land) Labor, Risk and Management 6 11.08 5·56 2.11 
(5) Hour1y labor hr. 1.00 1.85 , 1.85 1.85 1.85 1.85 1.85 
(6) Returns to Land, Risk and Management1 9·2}" 3·71 0,26 
6, 7 See page 13. 
.... 
0\ 
Table 5. Estimated Per Acre Requirements, Costs and Returns for Oats for Bay Enterprise, Hourly Labor, Contract 




















Oat seed bu. 1.10 1.5 
Power br. 1.21 2.79 
Otber machinery hr. .374 2.54 
Specified Prebarvest Cost 
Bay baling 60 Ib bale 
--·Hay hauling 60 Ib bale 
.16 , 53 
.06 53 
'Capital: 
Total dollars 29.49 
Annual dollars .06 29·49 
(3.) Specified Costa 
" (4) Returns to LandI Labor, Risk and Management6 
(5) Hourly Labor hr. 1.00 3.05 
-\: 
(6) Returns to Land, Risk and Hanasement 7 
































































Bsti.8I8ted Per Acre .equi.remeaca. CoaC. aDel- Returae, C~~OD-W.heac Cwoppi:DS-' S7e~ .. ,2 Contract Hauli.og and 
Combining on Cb Land 





Cotton seed ton 




-Cotton seed lb. 
Wheat seed bu. 
Power hr. 




Specified Preharvest Cost 
Snapping cwt seed cotton 
Stripping cwt seed 'cotton 
Haul and ,gin cwt seed cotton 
Grade loss lb. lint 
Combining acre 
Wheat hauling bu. 
Capital: Total dollars 
Annual dollars 

































(4) Returna to Land, Labor, Risk and Management6 
(5) Hourly labor hr. 1.00 15.31 
(6) Return. to Land, Risk and Management 1 







































































































Table 7. Estimated Per Acre Requirements, Costs and Returns, Cotton-Wheat Cropping System,2 Contract Hauling and 
Combining on Cc Land 
Item 

























Specified Preharvest Cost 
Snapping cwt seed cotton 
Stripping cwt seed cotton 
Haul and gin cwt eecd cotton 
Grade loss lb lint 
Combining acre 
Wheat hauling bu. 
Capital: Total dollars 
Annual dollars 






















(1. i) - Hand Harves t J (7.2) Hand -and -Mechanicar-l 7.3) Mechanical Harves t, 


















































Value or Value or 






















































(4 ) Returns to Landi Labor, Risk, and Management6 
11· 28 





(5 ) HoJ rly labor hr. 1.00 
(6~ Returns to Land, Risk and Management7 
,..., 
~ , - ) I 2e';: F~.;; -= 
15 .. 31 15·31 
4. 35 




Table 8: 2 Estimated Per Acr.e Requirements, Costs and Returns, Cotton-Os. for Grain Cropping Syatem, Contract Hauling 
and Combining on Cb Land 
(8.1) Hand Harvest, (8.2) Hand and Mechanical (8.3) Mechanical Harvest, 
Harvest} Contract Hoeing, Contract Hoeing, 
Price HourI! Labor Sna~Ringl Stri~eing and ~,riRRing 
or Value or Value or Value or 
Item Unit Cost Cost Cost Cost 
(dollars (dollars) (dollars dollars) 
(1) Production: 
28.11 1.16 32.68 1.16 32.68 1.16 32.68 Lint cwt. 
Cotton seed ton 50.00 
·0965 4.83 .0965 4.83 .0965 4.83 
OaUJ bu. .72 4.661 3.36 4.661 3.36 4.667 3.36 
Grazing AUM .061 .061 .067 
Total 40.87 40.87 40.81 
(2) Inputs: 
.08 1.60 1.60 1.60 Cotton seed lb. 20 20
J 
20 
Oat seed bu. 1.10 .26 .29 .26 .29 .26 .29 
Power hr. 1.21 1.81 2·37 1.87 2·37 1.87 2·37 
Other machinery hr. .394 1·70 .61 1·70 ,.67 1·70 ' .67 
Hoeing acre 2.50 .661 1. 67 .667 1,.67 
Insecticide acre 2.00 .667 1·33 .667 1·33 .661 1·33 
Dessicant acre 2.00 
--
.661 ~ Specified Preharvest Cost (6.26) (7·93)- 9. 2 
Snapping cwt seed cotton 2.00 2.690 5.38 
'Stripping cwt seed cotton 
·75 2.18 1.64 5.445 4.08 
Haul and gin cwt seed cotton 1.10 4.49 4.94, 4.87 5.36 5.445 5·99 
Grade loss lb. lint .01 116 1.16 
Combining acre 3.00 .167 .50 .167 .50 .167 
·50 
Oat hauling bu. .03 4.667 .14 4.667 .14 4.667 .14 
Capital: Total dollars 15.85 11·53 18.86 
Annual dollars .06 l3.y) .'80 14.12 .85 15.15 .91 (3) Specified Costs 12.64 21.80 22.04 
(4) Returns to Land, Labor, Risk and Management6 28. 43 19.07 18.83 
(5) Hourly labor hr. 1.00 15·31 15.31 2.04 2.04 2.04 2.04 




2, 6, 7 0 See page 13. 
Estimated Per Acre Requirements, Coste and Return., Cotton-Oats for ~a1n Cropping system,2 Contract Combining 
and Hauling on Cc Laud 
--------
- - (9. I) · -Hand Harve8-t;- ~ .. (9. 2) Band and Mechanical (.9.3) Mechanical Harvest, 
llPur ly Labor Harvest, Contract Hoeing, Contract Hoeing, 
Price ~aE2ing and Str122iD! Str!ai!!B 
Value or 
Item Unit Cost < 
. dollars 
1 ) Production: 
Lint . cwt. 28.17 .84. 23.66 .84 -23.66 , - .84 23.66 
Cotton seed ton 50.00 .07 ).50 .07 3.50 .07 3.50 
Oats bu. ·12 3·333 2.bO 3·333 2.40 3·333 2.1&0 
Crazing AUM .057 .057 .051 
Total 29.56 29.56 --29~5b 
:2) Inputs: 
Cotton seed lb. • 08 a> 1.60 20 1.60 · ·20 1.60 . 
Oat seed bu. 1 .. 10 .26 
·29 .26 ·29 .26 .29 
Power hr. 1.21 1.87 2·37 1.81 2·37 1.87 2.31 
Other machinery hr. .394 1.70 .61 .1.70 .67 1·70 .61 
lIoeing acre 2.50 .661 1.68 .667 1.68 
Insecticide acre 2.00 .661 1·33 .667 1.33 .667 1·33 
Dessieant acre 2.00 .661 ~ SpeQified ,Preharvest Cost (6.26) (1.~) (9.27 
Snapping cwt seed cotton 2.00 ... 1·95 3.90 
Stripping ewt seed cotton 
·15 1.56 1.11 3·9 2.93 
Haul and gin ewt seed cotton 1.10 3.25 3·58 3·51 3.86 3·9 4.29 
Grade loss lb. lint .01 84 .84 
Combining acre ,.00 .167 
·50 .167 · .50 .167 .50 
Oat hauling . bu. .03 3.333 .10 3·333 .1.0 3.333 .10 
,Capital: Total dollars 15.85 .. ~ 17.53 
--
18.86 
- . Annual dollars • 06 13.39 80 14.12 .85 15·15 .91 . 
3~ SPecified Coots 11.24- 18.32 18.84 
4. Ret,urns to Land, Labor, Risk and Management6 18.~ 11.24 2.04 lO.~ 5) Hourly labor hr. 1.00 15.31 15·31 2.04 2.04- 2. 4-
6) Returns to Land, Risk and Managemeat7 3.01 9·20 8.68 
2, 6, 7See page 13. '" ... 

Table 11. Est~ated Per Acre Requirements~ Costs and Returns, Cotton-Fallow-Oats for Hay,2 Contract Hauling and Baling, 
Cropping Sy~tem on Cc Land 
(ll.lr-Hand Harvest, (11.2) Hand and Mechanical (11.3) Mechanical Harvest, 
Hourly Labor Harvest, Contract Hoeing, Contract Hoeing, 
Price Sna~Eingz StriEEing Stri22ing 
or Value or Value or Value or 
Item Unit Cost Quantit Cost Quant it Cost Cost 
(dollars) (dollars) (dollars (dollars 
(1) Pr.oduction: 
Lint cwt. 28.11 .84 23.66 .84 23.66 .84 23.66 
Cotton seed ton 50•003 .070 3·50 
.070 3·50 .070 3·50 
Hay ton ' 20.00 .25 5.003 .25 . 5.003 .25 5.003 
Grazing AUM .051 .051 .051 
Total 32.16 32.16 32.16 
(2) Inputs: 
Cotton seed lb. .08 20 1.60 20 1.60 20 1.60 
Oat seed bu. 1.10 .26 .29 .26 .29 .26 .29 
Power hr. 1.21 2.12 2.69 2.12 2.69 2.12 2.69 
Other machinery hr. 
·39 1·93 ·15 1·93 ·15 1·93 ·15 
Hoeing acre 2.50 .667 1.67 .667 1. ,67 
Ins-ect:icide acre 2.00 .667 1·33 .667 1·33 .661 1.33 
Desneant acre 2.00 .667 1·3~ 
Specified Preharvest Cost (6.66) (8. 33) (9.66) 
Snapping cwt seed cotton 2.00 1·95 3·90 
,Stripping cwt seed cotton .75 1.56 1·.11 3·9 2.93 
~aul and gin cwt seed cotton 1.10 3.25 3·58 3·51 3.86 3·9 4.29 
-Grade loss lb. lint .01 84 .84 
Bay baling 60 lb bale .16 8.33 1·33 8.33 1·33 8.33 1.33 
' itay hauling 60 Ib bale .06 8.33 ·50 8.33 .50 8.33 .50 
Capital: Total dollars 18.82 20.46 21.82 
Annual dollars .06 16.52 
·22 11.62 1.06 18.28 1.10 
(3) Specified Costs 13. 06 20.15 20.65 
(4 ) Returns to Land, Labor, Risk and Management6 19. 10 12.01 11.51 
(5) Hourly labor hr. 1.00 15·59 15.59 2.32 2.32 2.32 2.32 
(6) Returns to Land, Risk and Management1 3. 51 9·69 9·19 
I\) 
2, 3, 6, 7 \N 
See page 13. 
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Table 12: ELated Per Acre Requirements, Costs a d Returns, Crazed Out 
Sma ll Grain Enterprise; Hourly LabQr 
{12.1} £b Land {12.2} Cc ~and 
Price or Value or Value -or 
Item Unit Cost Cost uantitv Cost 
(dollars (dollars ( dollars 
(1) Production: 
Grazing AUM 3·1 2.943 
(2) Inputs: 
Wheat seed bu. 1.54 1. 54 
Power hr. 1.27 1.69 2.15 1.69 2.15 
Other machinery hr. .416 1.54 .64 1.54 .64 
Specified Preharvest cost (4.33) ( 4.33) 
Capital: 
Total dollars 13·76 13.76 
Annual dollars .06 13.36 .80 13·36 .80 
(3 ) Specified Costs 5. 13. 5.13 
(4 ) Hourly l abo r hr. 1.00 1.85 1.85 1.85 1.85 
(5) Specified Costs AbOVe Land, 
6. 98 6.98 Risk and Management 
Table 13: Estimated Per Acre Requirements, Costs and Returns, Grazed Out 
Small Grain Enterprise, Hourly Labor 
= (lJ.l~ C~ Land li1O?) Price Co:! Land 
or Value or Value or 
Item Unit Cos t Cost Cost 
= 
(dollars) (dollars (dollars) 
(1 ) Production: 
Grazing ADM 2·79 1·93 
(2) Inputs: 
Wheat seed bu. 1.54 1.54 
Power hr. 1.27 1. 69 2 .1 5 1.69 2.15 
Other machinery hr. .416 1.54 .64 1.54 .64 
Specified Preharvest Cost (4· 33) (4.33) 
Capital: 
Total dollars 13·76 13.76 
Annual dollars .06 13·36 .80 13.36 .80 
(3 ) Specified Costs 5. 13 5. 13 
(4 ) Hour 1y labor hr. 1.00 1.85 1.85 1.85 1.85 
(5) Specified Costs above Land, Risk, 
and Management8 6·98 6 · 9(3 
n 
\"..,(-, 
. '-":: Il ~ 
r, 
~ I . 
25 
Table 14: Estimated Per Acre Requirements J Costs and Returns, Sudan Grazing 
Enterprise, Hourly Lahor 
Price { 14. 1 ~ (14.2} Cc Land 
or Value or 
Item Unit Cost Cost 
(1) Productio~: 
( dollars dollars) 
Grazing AUM 3.0 2.8 
(2) Inputs,: 
Sudan see·d ' lb. .06 '10 .60 10 .60 
Power hr. ~.27 1.8"4- 2.34 1.84 2.34 
Other machinery hr. • 395 ·'1.67 '. .66 




Total ' dollars -.. . 15. 27 
Annual d911ars .06 11.46 .62 
15.21 
11.46 .69 
( 3) Sp~clfied Costs 4.29 4.29 
(4) ~Iotirly ~abor hr. l~OO. 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 
(5') ,Spe~ified Costs ~eve ,l.andJ Risk 
, , and Management 6.29 6.29 
8See pag~' ,13 
Table 15!J EstiItJsted Per Acre Requiretnents,, ' Costs and Returns, Sudan Grazing 
En~erpriseJ Hourly Labor 
•• Price (15.1) Cd Land (15.2) Ce Land 
Of Value or Value or 
Item Unit (;o,st Quantity Cost Quan~ity Cost 
(dollars) (dollars) (dollars) 
( 1) Product"ion: 
Grazing AUM 
(2) Inputs: 
Sudan seed lb. 
Power . hr~ 
Other machinery hr / 




(3) Spedified CoSts 








(5) Specified Costs gbove Land, Risk 
and Management 


























Table 16: E8t~ated Per Ac{e Requirements, Costs and Returns, Blue panic-






AUM 3.2 3·0 
Blue Papic lb. .55 . 
(2) Inputs: 
Blue panic teed5 lb. 
·75 
Sud~1l seed lb. .06 5 • .30 5 .J) 
Power hr. 1.27 1.40 1.78 1.40 1.78 
Other machinery hr. .419 1.24 .52 1.24 .52 
rertll1aer for blue 
. pallic '(Ammonium .,. 
nitrate) cwt. 4.50 .5 ~ ·5 ~ $peClli.led Jreaarvest Cost 4.85) .85 
capital: ' 
Total dollars 14.03 14.03 
Annual dollars .06 10.62 .64 10.62 .64 
( 3~ Specified Costs 5.49 5.49 
( 4) Hourly labor hr. 1.00 1.42 1.42 .1.42 1.42 
( 5 ) Specified Costs above Land, Risk 
'; 
and Management ... 6.91. 6.91 
4, 5, 8 




Table 11: Est~ated Per ACte 'Requirements, Coats and Returns, Blue panlc-
Sudan Grazing Enterprise, Hourly Labor , 
(1) Production: 
Gra&lng , 




, (2) ,Inputs: 
Blue Rlnic eeed5 lb. 
S~d.n $ee4( lb. 
Power ~' br. 
Other machinerY' hr., 
Fertilizer for blue 
panic (~1liWi . 
nitrate) cwt. 
Spec.fied Prebarvest Coat 
Capital: 
~ Total dollar. 
Annual dollars 
(3) Specified Costa, 











(5) Specified Costa abOVe Land, Risk, 
and Mana8ement ~ 
4, 5, 8 
See page 13. 































Table 18: (lB.l) Estimated Production Requirements and Income for Bee~ Cow 
Herd (25~Cow Unit) Fall Calving; Not Creep' Fed; Calves Born October 
)0; Winter Ration C.S.C., and Range; Selling 
Good-Choice Feeder Calves July 20 
Total Estimated Total 
Capital Itep Number A.U. Value Value 
Hay stora~8, ,'. 
fenCing, etc. $110.75 
Brooci cows 25 25 $ 160.00 4,000.00 
Bulls 1 I 300.00 ~.OO 
Beifers over 1 yr~ 4 2 125.00 500.00 
Calves weaqed 21 
Investment 28 $4,910.75 
Operating capital 612.81 
Total capital $5,590..56 
Annual capital '$5,20.2.11 
(1 ·') Produc.t ion 
Ite, · Number Weisht Price Value Total 
Ea£h Value 
Cull cows 9 3 987 $14.00 $138.1B $ 414.54 
Heifer calves 9 7 ~50 21.00 94.50 661.50 . 
Steer calve. .. 10 490 t 23·00 112·70 11121.00 
Total · receipts $2,203.04 
'. 
I. 
(2) Annual Input. 
lli!! unit ~ Number Total Price ~ 
Interest on annual 
capital $ 5,20.2.11 .06 312.13 
Misce l laneous costs herd 92.40 
Range AUM 28 336.00 
CSC! 3.0.0. 1b/day) cwt. 4.3B 28 12.2.·~ 64. 3.80 466.0.3 
Hay (oat) ton .025 28 . • 10 20.00 14.00 . 
Minerals lb. 30.0 28 840.00 .03 25·20 
Vet. and med. $ 3~0.0. 28 84"00 84.0.0. 
Bull depr. $ 35.00 1 35.00 35.00 
Hauling and marketing 
cost cwt. 110.00 
·5° 2~. 0.0. 
().) . Specified Costs $1,0.83.76· 
(4) Returns to Land,· Risk, Management and Labor6 1,119.28 
(5) Hourly labor hr. t6.35 25 ' 40.8.50. 1.00 408.50. 
(6) Returns to Land, Risk and Management1 $110.·18. 
Labor Requirements 
Jan. leb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Total 
Mao hr./cow .96 1.74 1.20 1.38 .30 .24 1.02 .24 1.26 2.55 3.1) 2.16 16.35 
6~ 7, 9 
. See page 13. 
29 . 
Table 19: (19.l) Estimated Production Requirements and Income for Beef Cow Herd 
(25-Cow Unit) Fa"ll Calving; Not Creep Fe_d; Calves Born October 30 ; 
Winter Ration CSC, Oat Hay and Range; Selling Good-
Capital ItSP 




Hetfers over \ yr. 9 







(1 ) . Production 
~ 
Cull ~OW(; 9 . , H~if~t;: calves 9 
Steeir calve. ;, 
Total Re~e1pts 
( 2)' Annual Inputs 
~ 




CSC, (.5 Ib/day) 
Hay {oat 12 Ib/day} 
Minerals 
Vet. and Med. 
Bull depr ~ 
Ha~ling and m~rketing 
cost 
(3 ) Specified Costs 



































3 . 00 
35.00 
981 $14.00 



























(4) Returns to Land, Risk, Management and tabor6 
(5 ·) Hourly Labor hr. 19.14 25 418.5 1.00 
(6 } Retur~s to Land, Risk and Management1 








7'32 . 67 
5, 968 . 42 














55. 9 1 
$1, 147 .29 
1, 093 . 45 
478.50 
$614 . 95 
Jan. eb. M~r. Apr. May 
Man hr./cow 1.56 2.40 1.86 1.59 .39 
June July Aug. Sept.Oct. Nov. Dec. Total 
.24 1.02 .24 1.26 2.55 3.39 2.82 19.14 
. 
6 7 0, 
, ' ~ S ee page 13. 
Table 20. (20.1) Estimated Production Requirements and Income for Beef Cow 
He~ri (25-Cow Unit) Fall . Calving; .Not Creep Fed; Calves Born 
·'October 30; Willter Ration Small Grain Grazing and 1/3 
Ration CSC, Hay and Range; Selling Good-Choice 
Feeder and Slaughter Calves, June 15 
Capital t'tem 
• f' 




Heifers over 1 yr. 






























Heifer calves 9 
Steer c.l ves 
3 981 $14.25 $140.65 
,l ,' Total recet'pt'8 
( 2), -. Annual Inpu.t .. , 
lte~ 
Interest on annual 
capital 
Miscellnneous costs 
Small grain grazing 
Range 
CSC, (.5 lb/day) 
Hay (oat 4 lb/day) 
Minerals _ 
Vet. and med. 
Bull dep'r. 
Hauling and marketing 
cost 






































(4.) Re~urn8 to Land, Risk, Management and Labor6 
(5) Hourly l~bor hr. 19.14 25 418.5 






































Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May 
Man hr./cow 1.56 2.40 1.86 1.59 .39 
June July Aug. Sept.Oct. Nov. Dec. Total 
.96 .39 .24 1.26 2.55 3-39 2.82 19.14 
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Table 21: (21.1) Estimated Pr.oduction Requirements and Income for Beef Cow 
Herd (25 Cow Unit) Fall Calving; Creep Fed; Calves Born 
October 30, Winter Ration CSC, and Range; Selling 
Good-Choice Feeder Calves July 20 
Total Estimated Total 
Capital Item Number A.U. Value Value 
Hay storage, fencing, 
etc. • 110·75 Brood cows 25 25 $ 160.00 4,000.00 
Bulls 1 1 300.00 300·00 
Heifers over 1 year9 4 2· 125.00 500.00 
Calves weaned 21 
Investment 28 $4,910.75 
Operating capital 12"241.41 
Total $6;152.16 , 
Annual $5,483.30 
(1) Production Value Total 
~ Number Weisht Price Each Value 
Cull cows9 3 981 $14.00 $ 138.18 $ 414.54 
Heifer calves9 1 520 21.00 109·20 164.40 ) 
Steer calves 10 560 23·00 128.80 :·lza88.00 
Total receipts $2,466.94 
(2) Annual Inputs 
~ .!!!!ll ~ Number Total Price S2!! 
Interest on annual 
capital $ $5,483.30 $ .06 $ 329·00 . 
Miscellaneous costs herd 92.40 
Range AUN 12 28 336.00 
CSC, (3.00 lb/day) cwt. 
. 4.38 ' 28 122.64 3.80 466.03 
Hay (oat) ton .025 28 
·70 20.00 14.00 
Creep feed cwt. 8.5 21 118.50 3.08 549.78 
Minerals Ibs. 3).0 28 840.qo .03 25.20 
Vet. and med. $ 3.00 28 84'.00 ' 84.00 
Bull depr. $ 35.00 1 35.00 35.00 
Hauling and marketing 
cost ewt. 122.01 .50 61.01 
(3) Specified COBts $1,656.42 
(4) Returns to Land, Risk, Management and Labor6 $ 810.52 
(5) Hourly labor hr. 22.08 25 552.0 1.00 552.00 
(6) Returns to Land, Risk, and Management1 $258.52 
Labor Requirements 
Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept.Oct. Nov. Dec. Total 
Man hr./cow 2.16 3.00 2.40 2.19 .60 .54 1.02 .24 1.26 2.~5 3.39 2.82 22.08 
6) 7, 9See page 13. 
Table 22: (22.1) Estimated Production Requirements and Income for Beef Cow Herd 
(25-Cow Unit) Spring Calving; Not Creep Fed; Calves Born February 5; 
Winter Ration ~.S.C., and Range; Selling Good-Choice 
Capital Item 

















(2) Annuel Inputs 
lli! 




CSC (1.5 1b./day) 
Hay (oat) 
Minerals 
Vet. and med. 
Bull depr. 
Hauling and marketing 
cost 
( 3~ Specified Costs 
( 4) Returns to Land, Risk, 
( 5) Hourly labor 


















cwt. 2.19 28 
ton .025 28 
1hs. 30.00 28 
$ 3.00 28 















Management and Labor6 









20 .. 00 
.03 
-·50 


























Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Total 
Man hr./cow 2.16 3.45 3.69 2.85 -39 1.08 -39 .24 .39 .72 .75 .90 16.74 
6, 7, 9 -
See page 13. 
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Table 23: (23.1) Estimated Production Requirements and Tncome for Beef Cow Herd 
(25- Cow Unit) Spring Calving; Creep Fed ; Calves Born March 5; Winter 
Ration esc, and Range; Selling Good-Choice Feeder Calves 
Capital Item 















Total r 'eceipts 
(2) Annual Inputs 
~. 




esc (1.5 1h./day) 
Hay (oat) 
Creep feed (3 lb./day) 
Minerals 
Vet. and med. 
Bull depr. 
Hauling and marketing 
cost 








































(4) Returns to Land, Risk, Management and Labor6 
(5) H01,1rly labor hr. 21.78 25 


























































Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Total 
Man hr./cow 2.82 4.11 4.35 2.85 .60 1.68 .60 .84 .60 1.02 .15 1.56 21.78 
9 Se2 p£g~ 13. 
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Table 24: (24.1) Estimated Per Unit Production Requirements and Income 
for Producing" Good Feeders) Fall Buy-September 10; Late Surrnner 
Sell-July 10; Winter Ration) esc and Oat Hay; Sold Off Grass 
(2) Process Inputs 
Item Unit qU~ritity Price Value 
Miscellaneous costs animal 1 $ 3.29 $ 3·29 
Calf lbs. , 450 23 .00 103050 
Nati ve -rall,ge , AUM 3 ~ 0 
esc (.4 Ib/day) cwto .69 3.80 2~62 
Oat hay (12 -~b/ day ) ton, 1.0 20.,00 20.,00 
Vet " and med " $ 1.45 1.45 
Mineral lbs $ 16·3 .03 .49 
Hauling and marketing cost cwt. 12.10 0·50 6.05 
Capital investment $ 137.41 
Operating capital $ 21 .. 82 
Total $lq5.26 
Annual $150 . 68 
Interes t -on annual 
capital $ $150 .68 .06 2. 04 
( 3) Spe~ified " ,Costs $146.44 
Returns cwt. 7·60 21.00 $159.60 
Less 1 percent $158.00 
(4) Returns to Land) Risk) Management ,and Labor6 11·56 
(5) Hourly labor hr. 9·03 1.00 9·03 
(6) Returns ' to "Land, Risk and Management7 $2,53 
Labor Reguirements 
Man hrs! ' Ja~. Feb • . Mar • . A'pr.-. May, June ' July, -Aug .. Sept . Oct. Nov. "Dec •. Total 
anima1 , r:) L8B:,l,.2 '3 1.23 060 .5~~ .30 .5~- , .00 .~6 .54 1. 2,2 1.23 2. 03 




Table 25: (25.1) Estimated Per Unit Production Requirements and Income 
for Produci,ng Good Feeders; Fall Buy-September 10; Winter Ration, 
esc, Range, Oat Hay; . Sudan Grazing in Summer; Sold Off Pasture 
in Late Summer, August 1 
(2) Proc~ss 1;np~ts ' 
Item Unit Quantity Price Value 
--::-
Miscellaneous costs animal 1 $ 3.29 $ 3.29 
Calf lb. 450 23.00 103·50 
Na.tive range AUM' 1.2 
CSC (.4 1b/day) cwt. .69 , 3.80 2.62 
Oat hay (12 1b/day) ton 1.0 20.00 20.00 
Sudan grazing .. AUM 2.0 2.14 4.29 
\' $ 1.45 1.45 Vet. and med. 
Minerals Ibs. 16.3 .03 .49 
Hauling and marketing cost 'ewt. 12.50 0.50 6.25 
capit~i investment $ 140.28 
Oper'sting caplta1 $ 4~.12 
Total $ $183·40 
Annual " $ $119.59 
Interest on annual 
cap.ital $ $119.~9 .06 10.18 
(3) Specified' Costs $1'52.61 
Returns cwt. 8.00 20·15 $166.00 
Less 1 percent $164.34 
(4). Returns to Land, Risk, Management and Labor6 $11.61 
(5) Hour 1y labor hr. 9·69 1.00 9.69 
(6) Returns to Land, Risk and 'Management1 $ 1·98 
Labor Requirements 
Man hral Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept.Oc.t. Nov. Dec. Total 
animal 1.23 1.23 1.23 .60 • 54 • 30 • 54 .00 '1.02 • 54 1.23 1.23 9.69 
6, "1 . 
See page 13. 
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Table 26: {26.1) Estimated Per Unit Production Requirements and Income 
for Producing Good Feeders; Fa1~-Buy September 10; Roughed Through 
~vinter on Range,· CSC Supplement; Sold Off Grass July 10 
(2) Process Inputs 
Item Unit guantitl Price Value 
, J 1 
Misce1.1aneous costs animal 1 $ 2 ~ 38 $ 2 c 38 
Ca:lf 1bs . ' ·450 23 ,00 103. 50 
Native range AUM 6 . 0 
esc (1.5 1b/ day) c'\vt. 2·50 3. 80 9 · 50 
Oat hay ton 0.050 20 ,, 00 1. 00 
Vet o and med. $ 1.45 1045 
Mineral Ibs. 16·3 0.03 0.49 
Hauling and marketing cost cwt . 
.11 · 75 0 · 50 5. 88 
Capital investment $ 127·05 
Operating capital $ 14 ~ 82 
Total $ $141.87 
Annual $ $131.88 
Interest- on annual 
capital $ 131 . 88 . 06 7·91 
-.-
( 3) Specified Costs $132 11 
.Returns. cwt o 7025 21 000 $152 . 25 
Less 1 perce~t loss $150 ·73 
(4) Returns to Land) Risk) Hanagement and r Laboro $ 18 .62 
(5) Hourly labor hr , 6·78 1 ~ 00 6·78 
( 6) Returns to Land, Risk and Management7 $ 11.84 
Labor Reguiremerits 
Man hrs/ Jan . Feb . Mar . Apr " May June July Aug. Sept o Oct ~ Nov ~ Dec. Total 
animal 
· 15 
· 72 ':I2 · 72 024 . JO ~ 24 000 . J6 024 · 72 · 12 6.78 
6 , 7 See page 13 < 
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Table 27: (27 01 ) Es timated Production Requirements and Income for 
Producing Good Feeders; Fall Buy-October 10; Winter Ration, 
Small Grain Winte~ Pasture, Oat Hay in Bad Weather; Sold 
Off Small Grain Pasture, March 10 
(2) Pro .:esE Input s 
Item Unit Quantity Price Value 
. Miscellaneous cos t s animal 1&0 $ 4.03 $ 4.03 
Calf Ibs. ~- 50 22 · 50 101 .25 
Winter pasture AliM 207 
Hay (oat) ton . 4 20.00 8.00 
Minerals lbs . 8.0 .03 . 24 
Vet . arid med o $ 1.45 1. 45 
Hauling and marketing cost cwt . 10. 64 050 5· 32 
Capital Investment $ 132.09 
Operating capit a l $ 1:2.12 
Total $ $145 .81 
Annual $ $131 · 39 
Interest on annual 
capital $ 131. 39 ,06 1. 88 
( 3) Specified Costs $128.17 
Returns cwt. 6. 11+ 22 .25 $136.62 
Less 1 percent loss $135.25 
(4) Returns to Land, Risk, Management and Labor6 7·08 
(5) Hourly labor hr . 3.06 1. 00 3·06 
(6) Returns to Land, Risk and Management7 $ 4.02 
Labor Requirement s 
Man hrs/ J an . Feb. Mar . Apr . May June Ju l y Aug . Sept . Oc t o Nov. Dec . Total 
a Limal .45 .45 1.02 .00 .00 .00 . 00 .00 . 00 .54 . 30 . 30 3 ~ o6 
6 7 See page 13. 
Table 28: (28 . 1) Estimated per Unit Production Requirements and Income 
for Producing Good Feeders; Fall Buy-October 10; Winter Ration, Small 
Grain and Oat Hay; Spring Sell-May 10 





Small grain graztng 
Before March 1 '. 
After Marc'h 110 
Oat hay 
CSG 
Vet o and medo 
Mineral 
Hauling and 'marke~ting 




Interest orr annual 
capital ' 
(3) Specified Costs 
Returrts 
































$168 · 96 
168·96 
(4 ) Returns to Land, Risk, Management and Labor 6 
(5) Hourly labor hr. 















101 . 25 
3, 70 









$ 21 31 
3.66 
$ 17. 65 
Man hrsl jano Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. SeptoOct ~ Nov. Dec. Total 
Animal .. 45 .45 P 30 030 1.02 000 .00, . 00 .00 ~ 54 030 .30 3066 
6; 7.> 10 See page 13. 
~-----.---~--~y 
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Appendix Table 1: Definition of Land Resource Situations and Yield Levels 
by Land Class; Low Rolling Plains, Claypan Soils 
Dry Land 
Cb - Land capability class lIs, Soil Units 1 ~nd 5 (Foard-Tillman 
equivalents) 
Cc - Land capability class IIIe, Soil Units 1 and 5 (Foard, Tillman 
and equivalents) 
Cd - Land cap~bility class lYe, Soil Unit~ 1 and 5 (Foard, Tillman 
and equivalents) 
' Ce - All other crop land classes (not adapted to harvested crops) 
Land Type 
Crop Unit Cb Ce 
(yield per acre) 
Wheat (continuous) bu. 14 12 10 6 
after row crop bu • . 17 14 11 7 
(6 .mo • . fallow) 
(12 ,.mo. fallow) bu. 19 16 12 8 
Cotton lb. lint 115 125 
Oats (continuous) bu. 28 20 15 
Small grain hay ton 1.6 1.4 
G~azingl 
Sudan AUM 3.0 2.6 1·9 
Grazed out AUM 3.1 2.8 1.9 
small grain 
Native pasture AUM 1.,6 1.4 1.0 
Harvested small AUM .4 .3 .2 
grain 
Blue panic AUM 3.4 3.0 2.1 
1 Grazing yields are basically expected values since moisture is the 
limiting factor in forage production. The monthly distribution of grazing 
is not specified because of seasonal uncertainties. 
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Appendix Table 2. Assumed l Prices Paid and Received by Farmers, Low Rolling 
Plains, Claypan Soils 
Item 
Prices Paid 
Seed and Feed 
Seed wheat 
Cottonseed 






Combining wheat and oats 
Cotton stripping 










Load, haul and store hay 





















cwt seed cotton 
ewt seed cotton 





































4.00 per bale for 












• 1';/ ~/ 
1 These price assumptions are based on approximate 1958 rates Rnd are not to be 
interpreted as predictions of prospective prices in 1960 or any future year. 
2 
..,< 
Appendix Table 3. Assumed! Prices for Stocker and Feeder Steers~ and Cull Cows by Months~ Low Rolling ¥lains)Claypan ~oiJ8 
~lass and 
Grade 
________________________________ ftO~n~t~h_l~y~_____ Ycnr ly 
_JjlJl._~eb • ___ Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. ~~,9_ •. ~A:~t.e.rgge 
.Slaughter Calves 
Prime and Choice 
(price per cwt.) 
500 1bs and less $22.25 
Good and Commercial 
500 lbs. 19.50 
$22.75 $23.00 $23.15 $24.00 $23.00 $22.50 $21.75 $21.00 $20.50 $21.00 $21.50 















all weights 11.75 
Stocker and Feeder Steers 
Choice and Good 


































































































500-900 Ibs. 15.00 16.25 16.25 16.25 . 16.25 14.75 14.15 14.50 13.75 13.75 14.00 14.25 
1 The seasonal pattern as well as the class and grade differentials are based on data from Jackson L. James and 
James S. Plaxico, ~ Cattle Prices; Seasonal Movements ~ Price Differentials ~ ~ Oklahoma City Market, Oklahoma 













Appendix Table 4: Estimated Cost Per Hour of Use, Selected Machinery, "c" 





















Side delivery rake 
Specifications 
Two Row Equipment 
3 or 2-16 tricycle, L.P., 
P.S., PTO, hydraulic system, 
3 point hitch, 43 hp 
2-16 integral 
8 foot 
3 section (18 foot) 
2 row wheel, for cotton and corn 
2 row 
8 foot (with plows and integral) 
16-8, plain, drag chain 
integral 
Power take off 
Four Row Equipment 
4 or 3q 16 tricycle, L.P., 
P.S., hydraulic system, PTO 
3 point hitch, 51 hp 
3-16 integral 
12 foot 
24 foot (4 section) 
4 row wheel, plain, for cotton and corn 
4 row 
12 foot (with plows and integral) 
16-8, plain, drag chain 
integral 
Power take off 
Cost per Hour 






















lThese figures include per-hour costs of lubrication, repair, depreciation 
due to wear, and in the case of the tractor, the per-hour cost of fuel and oil. 
In all estimates, it is assumed that the equipment is used at an annual rate such 
that it would wear out before it becomes obsolete. If annual . ~se were less than 
the assumed rate, costs would be higher. Thus, these estimates represent essen-
tially minimum cost rates. 
2In the event that cotton or wheat occupy a large proportion of cropland, 
two of these items might be required. 
Appendix Table 5 Estimated Capital Requirements and Annual Costs for 
Electiically Fencing a Quarter-Section of Small Grain Pasturei 
Low Rolling Plains, Cloypan Soils 
Specification 
Domestic 4 pt 
barb 















































1 Repairs and depreciation. Assumed to be 8 percent of total investment. 
Table 6 • Estimated capital Requirements and Annual Costs for 
Permanently Fencing a Quarter-Section of Native Pasture j Low 
Rolling Plains, Claypan 'Soils (4 wire Fence)l 
·wire 80 rod roll $11.00 32 .52 $352.00 
posts each .64 640 .64 409.60 
corner 
posts each 2.35 4 9.40 
brace each 1.55 8 12.40 
posts 
anchor corner .50 . , 4 2.00 
lumber 










~or a 3-wire fence, subtract $88.64 from total investment or add $88.64 
va-wire fence. 
8 not include a labor cost. 
apairs and depreciation. Assumed to be 8 percent of total investment. 
AppendiZ o Tab1e 7: E.t~ted Labor" Power °and Hachinery Requirements, Cost or Returns Estimates for 
Cropping En~erpri8e8 Us1ug Two-Row Equ1.pment, Low Rolling Plains, Claypan S011s" 1960 
pi 9 *6 
• .u ..u "-I ~ U co.u ~ 
_ I-f • ~ m Ul cu Ui """ ~ co 
~ ~.e ~ 0 00 S Os..CD~ 
b 0...... toR U ~ U U ... CD (J ... a 
CD s..- s.. u .u.d 0 "C co o~.u "'0 CD 0 .u 
.. .oU I CD CD U >- "''0>- '0 t:ct! $of ~~~ "'Or::!e.o us::: 
.... c.ut:= (\! 0 0 ~ • J.I I r;::~ cuQJs:fO ClDQ) cuasas ~cu 
s.. ,-,QJ '-" U U a J.t cu C\J iii QJ ....,""'~..o m .... a 4f"'I.-4 ~ cos=e 
a. .us.. a .c ~ s:::~. eQS ° S::t..cu 'W Q$ ~CUGJ 
I-f tU en I-f ~ ... ... ,., w ...... ...., ~ ... .c ~ Q) .... ..-1 ~ ... tIO ,., "" Q) e $of 00 
CD bI).,Q OOW-« f» CP CP to .u ..d QS~..d u >~ ;:S 0"O QS 0 U > :S~'" 
.u "'OS.,o::2 ~ ~ ~ .c~ m u ,y~u (1.)00)"'0 .u~r.::.ocuO"'O .uVlS= 
c:: ::S::S cvo- 0 0 0 .uJ.f 0 ~ OO(\i Q..~....,s: CiJQS~QSa..os:: cu....,'" 
11;1 ~C::...:i(U . p. ~ J:14 Ocu u :E: E-4~a Cfl~,.,tiS =~c.:I~CIl~qS =~e 
(bra) (bra) (dol) (dol) (bra) (dol) (dol) (dol) (dol) (dol) 
Cotton 1.1 19.88 3.49 1.00 3.49 3017.22 .69 4.18 30.68 10.80 
" 1.2 3.80 3.49 1.00 3.49 3.17.22 .69 4.18 19·59 15· 79 
" 1.3 3 .. 80 3.49 1. 00 3.49 3.17 -022 c69 4.18 19.41 15.61 
n 2.1 19.88 3.49 1.00 3.49 3.17.22 .69 4. Ie 19·55 ·33 
" 2.2 3.80 3.49 1.00 3.49 3 .. 11.2'2 .69 4.18 11.19 7·39 
" 2.3 3.80 3.49 1.00 3.49 3.17.22.69 4.18 10.54 6.74 
Wheat 3.1 2 .. 62 2.~.o 1.00 2.40 2.18 • .30 .66 3.06 13.28 10.66 
It 3.2 2.62 2.40 1.00 2. 40 2.18 • .30.66 3.06 -- 10.18 7.56 
It 3-3 2.62 2.40 1.00 2. 40 2.18 .. 30 0.66 3.06 7.08 04.46 
Oats 4.1 2.62 2.40 1.00 2 .. 40 2.18'-30 .66 3006 10.78 8.16 
" 4.2 2.62 2. 40 1 .. 00 2040 2.18.30 .66 3.06 5.26 2.64 
rr 4.3 2.62 2.40 l~OO . 02.40 2.18.30 .66 3.06 1.81 .81 
Oat hay 5.1 3.82 3.50 1.00 3.50 3.18 .31 .97 4.47 12045 8.63 
" 5.2 3.82 3.50 1;00 3.50 3.18 .31 .97 4.47 11.15 7·33 
I. 5.3 3.82 3.50 1.00 3.50 3.18 .31 .97 4.47 9.85 0 6.03 
Cotton wheat 6.1 16.75 3.19 1.00 3.19 2.90 .23 .66 3.85 28.63 11~88 
II " 6.2 3.48 3.19 1.00 3.19 . 2.90 .23 .66 3.85 19.43 15·95 
" " 6.3 3.48 3.19 1.00 3.19 2.90 .23 .66 3.85 19.22 15.74 
" " 7.116.75 3.19 1.00 3.19 2.90 .23 .66 3.85" 18.86 2.11 
" " 7.2 3.48 3.19 1.00 3.19 2.90 .23 .66 3.85 11.75 8.27 
" " 1.3 3.48 3.19 1.00 3.19 2.90 .23 .66 3.85 11.26 7.78 
~ 
~ 
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CXl J:QZ ~cv £l4 Il.t Il.t 0 -u ~ E-f Cl.S CI) m s~ ~$.Icd (j)QScd ~$.4S 
(hrS) (hrs) (dol) (dol) (hrs) (dol) (dol) (dol) (dol) (dol) 
Cotton-oats 8.1 16.75 3.19 1.00 3.19 2·90 .23 .66 3.85 27.42 10.67 
n If 8.2 3·48 3·19 1.00 3.19 2·90 .23 .66 3.85 18.25 14.77 
" " 8.3 3.48 3.19 1.00 3·19 2·90 .23 .66 3.85 18.02 14.54 
" 
ft 9·1 16·75 3·19 1.00 3.19 2·90 .23 .66 3.85 17·52 
·71 
n 
" 9·2 3·48 3·19 1.00 3.19 2.90 .23 .66 3.85 10.43 6·95 
If n 9·3 3.48 3·19 1.00 3.19 2·90 .23 .66 3.85 9·91 6.43 
Cotton-oat hay 10.1 .17.07 3.49 1.00 3.49 3.17 .23 • 74 4.23 22.10 5.03 
.' " " 10.2 3.80 3.49 1.00 3.49 3.17 .23 ·74 4.23 12.94 9.14 
" " 
II 10·3 3.80 3049 1.00 3.49 3.17 .23 .74 4.23 12·73 8.93 
II 
" 
ft 11.1 17·07 3.49 1.00 3.49 . 3.17 .23 .74 4.23 13.32 
-3· 75 
n ft 
" 11.2 3.80 3·49 1.00 3.49 3.17 .23 .74 4.23 6.21 2.41 
" 
If ff 11.3 3.80 3.49 1.00 3.49 3·17 .23 .74 '" 4.23 5·71 1·91 
Grazed out SG 12.1 2.62 2.40 1.00 2.40 2.18 
·30 .66 3.06 5.42 8.04 
" " 
If 12.2 2.62 2.40 1.00 2~40 2.18 .30 .66 3.06 5.42 8.04 
" 
n It 13.1 2.62 2.40 1.00 2.40 2.18 
·30 .66 3.06 5.42 8.04 
It tf 
" 13.2 2.62 2.40 1.00 2.40 2.18 ·30 .66 3.06 5.42 8.04 
Sudan 14.1 3.30 3 .. 02 1.00 3002 2·75 .25 .68 3·70 4.99 8.29 
" 14.2 3.30 3.02 1.00 3.02 2·75 .25 .68 3·70 4.99 8.29 
u 15·1 3.)) 3.02 1.00 3.02 2·75 .25 .68 3·70 4·99 8.29 
" 15·2 3.30 3·02 1.00 3.02 2·75 .25 .68 3·70 4·99 8.29 
Bl.panic-Sudan 16.1 2.60 2·39 1.00 2.39 2.12 .24 .51 2.90 6.09 8.69 
It .. 16.2 2.60 2.39 1.00 2.39 2.12 .24 .51 2.90 6.09 8.69 
It 
" 17·1 2.60 2·39 1.00 2·39 2.12 .24 .51 2·90 6.09 8.69 
" " 17·2 2.60 2·39 1.00 2·39 2.12 .24 .51 2·90 6.09 8.69 
.J:-
-:J 
Estimated Monthly Distribution of Hourly Labor Requirements for Cropping Enterprises, Low Rolling Plains 
. Claypan SolIs, Two-Row Equipment, 1960 . 
Budget 
~nterprise Numbers Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Total 
(hours } 
Cotton 1.1 ,,24 .24 .24 .28 .56 1.60 2.40 .24 1.86 5.11 1.11 19.88 
" 1.2-1·3 .24 .24 .24 .28 .56 1.60 .40 .24 3.80 
H 2.1 .24 .24 .24 .28 .56 1.60 2.40 .24 1·86 5.11 1.11 19.88 
" 2.2-2·3 .24 .24 .24 .28 .56 1.60 .40 .24 3.80 
~eat or oats 3.1 .. 4.3 1.00 .87 .15 .45 .15 2.62 
Oat .. hay 5.1-5.3 ·90 1.42 ·90 .05 ·35 .20 3.82 
Cotton-wheat 6.1 .21 . 21 .21 .23 
·37 1.23 2.16 .18 .04 6.68 4.28 ·95 16.75 
" 
It 6.2-6.3 .21 .21 .21 .23 
·37 1.23 .49 .18 .04 .18 .13 3.48 
II II 7·1 .21 .21 .21 .23 fl31 1.23 2.16 .18 .04 6.68 4.28 .95 16.15 
" " ",02-7·3 .. 21 .21 .21 .23 ·31 1.23 ,,49 .18 .04 .18 .13 3.48 
Cotton-onts' 8.1 .21 .21 .21 .23 
·31 1.23 2.16 .18 .04 6.68 4.28 ·95 16.75 
" 
It 8.2-8.3 .21 ~21 ... 21 .23 
·37 1.23 .49 .18 .. 04 .18 .13 3.48 
tt II 9·1 .21 .21 .21 .23 ·31 1.23 2.16 .18 .04 6.68 4.28 ·95 16.15 
" 
· ft 9.2"'9.3 c21 .21 .21 .23 ·31 1.23 .49 .18 .04 .18 .13 3.48 
Cotton .. ont hay 10.1 .23 .23 c23 .25 .41 1.36 2c 18 c 19 .05 6.70 4.29 
·95 11·01 
It Ii II 10.2-10.3 .23 .23 .23 . .25 .41 1.36 .51 .19 .05 .20 .14 3·80 
.. It ., 11.1 .23 .23 .23 .25 .41 1.36 2018 .19 .05 6.70 4.29 ·95 11·01 
It 
" " 11.2-11·3 .23 .23 .23 .25 .41 1.36 ·51 .19 .05 .20 .14 3·80 
Grazed out S.G. 12.1-13.2 1.00 .87 .15 .45 .15 2.62 
Sudan 14.1-15.2 • 33 ·33 .44 .58 1·32 .30 3·30 
Blue panic-sudan 16.1-11.2 .20 .20 .28 .62 1.13 .11 2.60 
& 




















;rDzed out S. G. 
iudnn 
Hue panic-sudan 
Estimated Monthly Distribution of Hourlv- Labor Requirements for Cropping Ent'erprise Low Rolling Plains 
Claypan Soils, Four-Row Equipment, 1960 ' 
; 
Budget 
Numbers Jan. Feb. Mar. A~r. MaI June 
hours 
1.1 .15 .15 .15 .19 .32 .88 
1.2-1.3 .15 .15 .15 .19 
·32 .88 
2.1 .15 .15 .15 .19 .32 .88 
2 .. 2-2.3 .. 15 .15 .. 15 .19 • 32 .88 
3.1-4.3 
·7° 5·1-553 G 14 1.14 
6 .. 1 .12 ,; 12 .. 12 .14 .21 .82 
6.2-6.3 .12 .. 12 .12 .14 .21 .82 
7 .. 1 .12 .12 .12 .14 .21 .82 
7·2-7·3 • 12 012 .12 .14 .21 .82 
8.1 .12 .12 .12 .14 .21 .82 
8.2-8.3 .. 12 .12 .12 .14 .21 .82 
9·1 .12 . .12 &12 ,,14 .21 082 
9.2-9·3 e 12 .12 c 12 .14 .. 21 .82 
10.1 .14 .. 14 .14 .15 .22' .82 
10.2-10.3 .14 .14 .. 14 .15 .22 .82 
11.1 .14 .14 .14 .15 .22 .82 
11.2,-11·3 .14 .14 .14 .15 .22 .82 
12.1-13.2 ·70 
14.1-15.2 .20 .20 .27 ~33 .80 
16.1-11.2 .13 .13 .20 .20 .66 
July Aug. Sept. Oct. 
2.19 .15 7.86 
.19 .15 
2.19 .15 7·86 
.19 .15 
.62 .11 • 34 
.14 .05 .. 30 
1 .. 87 .10 .03 6.61 
.20 .10 .03 .12 
1.87 .10 .03 6.61 
.20 .10 F03 . .12 
1.87 .10 c03 6.61 
.20 .10 .. 03 .12 
1.87 .10 .03 6.61 
.20 .10 .03 .12 
2.02 .12 .03 6.61 
• 35 .12 .03 .13 
2.02 .12 .03 6.61 
• 35 012 .03 .13 































15 .. 31 
2.04 
15.31 












Appendix Table 10: Estimated Monthly Distribution of Hourly Labor Requirements Per Animal l for Livestock Production 
Enterprises, Low Rolling Plains, Claypan Soils, 1960 
Budget 
Enternrise Numbers Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June 
(hours) 
July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Total 
Cow-calf 18.1 .96 1.14 1,20 1.38 030 G!24 1.02 .24 1.26 2·55 3 .. 30 2.16 16.35 
Cow-calf 19·1 1.56 2.40 1.86 1·59 ·30 .24 1..02 .24 1.26 2.55 3·30 2.82 19.14 
Cow-calf 20.1 1.56 2.40 1.86 1·59 ·30 .96 ,,30 .24 1.26 2.55 3·30 2.82 19.14 
Cow-calf 21.1 2.16 3.00 2.40 2.19 .60 054 1,,02 .24 1.26 2.55 3·30 2.82 22.08 
Cow-calf 22~1 2.16 3.45 3Q69 2.85 .30 1.08 ,,30 .24 .30 ·12 .. 75 
·9° 16.74 
Cow-calf 23 .. 1 2.82 4011 4.35 2.85 .60 1.68 .60 .84 &60 1.02 • 75 1.56 21.78 
Steers 24.1 1.23 1.23 1.,23 .60 .54 . 30 054 .36 054 1.23 1.23 9·03 
Steers 2501 1.23 le23 1.23 .60 e54 030 e54 le02 ,,54 1.23 1.23 9.69 
Steers 2601 • 75 .75 ·75 ·75 .54 .30 .54 .36 .54 .75 ·75 6.78 
Steers 27·1 .45 .45 1.02 ~ 54 .30 .30 3.06 
Steers 28.1 045 .45 .. 30 ·30 1.02 .54 .30 ·30 3.66 
lThe estimates used throughout the publication and in this table implicitly assume a small livestock operation 




Appendix Table 11: I Estimated Capital Requirements for Enterprises Using 
Two-Rowand Four-Row Equipment; LoW Rolling Plains, Claypan Soils 
Budget 4-Row C~ital 2-Row CaEital 
Entererise Number Total Annual Total Annual 
Cotton 1.1 17·07 14.16 20.43 18.01 
" 
1.2 18.60 14081 22.43 19·01 
It 1·3 20 .. 47 16~14 24.03 27·01 
It 2.1 17001 14.16 20.43 18001 
" 202 18.60 14G81 22.43 19001 
II 2·3 20.47 16 .. 14 24.03 27,,01 
Wheat 3.1 130'16 13~36 1h.83 14.19 
" 3·2 13·76 13 .. 36 14.83 14.19 II 3.,3 13·16 . 13.36 14.83 14.19 
Oats 4.1 14.21 13·77 14.914- 14.52 
It 402 14.21 13·77 14·94 14.52 
at h.3 14.21 13 0 77" 14.94 14.52 
Oat hay 5.1 29 .. 1 ..9 29·49 31.19 31.19 
. 11 5.2 28.83 28083 30.53 30·53 
It 5.3 28.17 28~ 17 29.87 29.87 
Cotton-wheat 6.1. 15.82 13.47 19.83 18.50 
" 
6u2 17050 14.60 31.51 19.34 
" 
6.3 18.83 15·22 22.84 19·92 
tt 701 15,82 13.47 19.83 18.50 
II . 
'7·2 17.50 14.60 21·51 , 19.34 
" 7·3 18083 15·22 22C)8~· . 19·92 
Cotton-oats 8.1 1.5.8, 13~39 19086 18.03 
" 
802 17053 14.12 -21.54 18.87 
" 
8.3 18q86 15.15 21.87 19·20 
If 9·1 15085 13·39 19.86 18.03 
" 
9 .. 2 17c53 14.12 21. 51~ 18.87 
It 9·3 18,,86 15,,15 21.8""( 19·20 
Cotton-oat hay 10.1 18097 16.68 23.36 21.46 
ft 0 .2 20089 18005 25 q o4 22·30 
" 
10 .. 3 21·97 19.43 26~37 22.64 
" 
11.1 18.82 16Q52 23021 . 21.31 
If 1102 · 20046 17'062 24.86 22.05 
" 
1103 2o~82 18.28 26.22 22.49 
Grazed out small 
grain 12.1 13.76 13~61 14,,73 14,,14 
It 12.2 13076 13067 14073 14.14 
" 
1301 13·76 13061 14~73 14.14 
" 13·2 13076 13.67 - 14073 '14014 Sudan 14·.1 15027 11~ 4·6 16055 14.06 
It 14.2 15·27 11.46 16.55 14.06 
It 15(jl 15~27 11946 l.6.55 14.06 
" 
1502 15027 11.46 16.55 14.06 
Sudan-blue paniC 16.1 1L ... 03 lo~62 15.,15 11.61 
It 16.2 14003 10.62 1;015 11.61 
It 1101 14u03 10,,62 15015 lL,61 
fI 17112 14003 10.62 15·15 11.61 
Appendix Table 11: (continued) 
Budget 4'"!ROW Caeita1 2-Row Caeita1 
Bntererise Number · .Tota1 Annual Total Annual 
Beef 18.1 5,590.56 5,202.11 5,590.56 5,202.17 
It 19·1 5,788.67 5,395.16 5,788.67 _ 5,395.16 
II 20.1 6,154.02 5,550.31 6,154.02 5,550~31 
" 
2101 6,152016 5,483.30 6,152 .. 16 5,483~ 30 
.. 22.1 5; 359.37 5,086.81 5,359·37 ;,086.81 
" 
23~1 5,641"085 5,229·05 5,641.85 5,229·05 
. " 24.1 165.26 150.68 165.26 150.68 
" 
25.1 18S.4{) 179··59 183.40 119·59 
N 26.1 141~87 131.88 . 141.87 131.88 
" 21·1 145.81 131·-39 145.'81 131.39 
" 
28.1 178.89 158.97 rr8.89 158.91 
ITbe est~te. in this · t~ble place 4-row equipmsnt in a vary favor-
·able li&ht. However, it must be pointed out that thes~ estimates have 
been formulated ,under t~e assumption that equipment is used under optimum 
conditions. There are many sn.al1 units which could nll.')t economically 
utilize 4-row equipment because of the tarriflcal1y expensive obsolescent 
depreciation which would occur ae -a result of underuse. 
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